as of November 2018

ONYX
Glazed Porcelain Stoneware, Rectified - Wall/Floor
size (MM)

752920
752519

White, Glossy
Shadow, Glossy

600x1200x10

(p/sqrm - for reference)

p/pc

7,030.00

5,060.00

Inspiration: ONYX

The arrival of a new spirit - in the name of time and tradition - which is stylish, yet
capable of modern appeal. Exuberant and voluptuous, this ancient material uses
precious shades to enrich Cerim’s aesthetic proposal.

WHITE
TILE SHADE VARIATION

The colours and the effects
on this pricelist are indicative
and cannot be binding and
be the basis for possible
claims.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

SHADOW

GLOSSY SURFACE FINISH:
NOT ADVISABLE FOR
BATHROOM FLOORS AND
OTHER WET AREAS.

IMPORTANT REMINDERS ON INSTALLATION:
- Before tile setting, please verify shade, calibre and grading. Claims regarding these items
cannot be accepted after tile setting.
- We recommend spacing rectified tiles at least 2 mm apart.
- For best aesthetic results, take the tiles from different boxes.
- We recommend no more than 33% offset when laying the tiles in a staggered pattern.

as of November 2018

ONYX

LARGE FORMAT

Glazed Porcelain Stoneware, Rectified - Wall/Floor
size (MM)

752914
751973

800x2400x6

White, Glossy
Sand, Glossy

(p/sqrm - for reference)

8,915.00

p/pc

17,120.00

Inspiration: ONYX

A vast proposal of nine sizes with
reduced 6 mm thickness and various
material inspirations let you dress up
spaces and furnishing with a total look
that has an astonishing effect. The
Magnum project – Honorable Mention
of the 2016 ADI Compasso D’Oro.

WHITE

SAND

TILE SHADE VARIATION
The colours and the effects
on this pricelist are indicative
and cannot be binding and
be the basis for possible
claims.

GLOSSY SURFACE FINISH:
NOT ADVISABLE FOR
BATHROOM FLOORS AND
OTHER WET AREAS.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

IMPORTANT REMINDERS ON INSTALLATION:
- Before tile setting, please verify shade, calibre and grading. Claims regarding these items
cannot be accepted after tile setting.
- We recommend spacing rectified tiles at least 2 mm apart.
- For best aesthetic results, take the tiles from different boxes.
- We recommend no more than 33% offset when laying the tiles in a staggered pattern.

